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Fallsview casino parking

1. Re: Parking at the Fallsview casino question, staying at the embassy 9 years ago Hello Jackie1011, Welcome to the NIAGARA FALLS TRAVEL FORUM. First of all, the prices are The Embassy Suites Hotel are the rate of... Parking here in NF is like any other big city in the tourist area in North
America... it's just what it is... a fact of life. Embassy Suites like many Fallsview Hotels offer different rates charged for the on-site valet parking, and for those who charge for off-site parking (although some hotels offer a third option where an off-site auto-parks for an even lower rate). Parking at Niagara
Falls is an EXPEN$IVE period. It all comes down to real estate... there is only so much land on the escarpment overlooking the waterfalls... and hoteliers would rather build rooms on this strip of land than fill it with cars (much more profitable overall for them). Casino parking is probably the largest piece of
disinformation in Niagara Falls. Free parking is almost nonexistent at Niagara Falls anywhere around Falls. And even paying $5 per parking, it's pretty rare. Parking at casinos is literally an outbreak of shit... depends on how much you bet... or what else is happening in the Casino. Sometimes one pays
less ... sometimes one pays more. You have to play in order to qualify for any discounted parking. And your game should be done on a player card... stick the card to the Slot Machines when you play... or you have to get valued on a game table. Casinos don't tell their customers how much they need to
play to qualify for discount/free parking. For all accounts the amount required can change depending on the time of day, day of week, etc. When you leave the Casino car park with your car... swipe over the players card, and tell you how much you have to pay (for that particular outing). The standard
seems to be somewhere between $5 and $25 per exit. (FREE passes, but it seems to happen more if one is a guest of the Casino Hotel Or if one is betting on the Casino a good deal on your vacation ... it also seems to happen more often on the older property of the Niagara Casino vs. the new Fallsview
Casino). The high-end $25 is reflective of what's happening at the Casino... if you decide to leave when there is an event at the Casino, then you could pay that higher rate (it could be a nightly performance... or even a Special Brunch... thinking about Easter, Mother's Day etc) The inconvenience in the
casino parking lot is out of place of the hotel being hosted in ... So you'll have to walk over there (from some hotels in the area it might be a bit of a hike), then do some play, get your car and drive back to the Hotel to continue with your plans (i.e. if you were leaving and packing up your luggage/belongings
at the end of the trip) VERSUS... Parking at the Hotel, the Hotel, 눇The staff were very friendly and helpful. The disadvantage of using the casino parking lot is the amount you pay to park there is an outbreak of... and you don't know when you need to have last played on the card... of all accounts these are
the variables that change (and the Casinos are not saying their formula for this calculation)... So in order to get the best parking fee you need to play right before you get your car out. The advantage is yes, even if you had to pay $25 to get out of the casino parking lot it would be cheaper than what most
hotels are charging for a daily/nightly rate (but without IN&amp;amp; privileges Out... Booking.com is part of Booking Booking.com is part of Booking Booking.com and has stayed at the property on the website at the time they were used on our website in the last 12 hours. For more information on the
subject of Casino Parking... Check out the topic titled *Embassy Suites Fallsview Questions* = Hope this is helpful, Regards! Vi-4-2 Due to inactivity, your account will connect. Continue? Sorry, the session has expired. September 30, 2011 10:20 am heri0n [OP] Newbie August 16, 2005 73 posts 2 votes
Toronto 30, 2011 10:20 Hey does anyone know exactly how much you need to play to get free parking at casinos? I have an advantage card from the players. If I just put $20 into a slot machine with my PAC and withdraw it would be enough or should I play for a while? Also how much is parking if you
don't win it? Thank you Oct 1st, 2011 12:20 am whampoa Deal Addict 29, 2001 4793 posts 40 votes Toronto 1st, 2011 12:20 am heri0n wrote: Hey does anyone know exactly how much you need to play to get free parking at casinos? I have an advantage card from the players. If I just put $20 into a slot
machine with my PAC and withdraw it would be enough or should I play for a while? Also how much is parking if you don't win it? Thanks Fallsview Casino parking ranged from $5 to $10 depending on the day. They usually publish the price of the day's car park at the entrance. Free parking is $20
minimum, if asked they are very reluctant to say. But if you press on, that's the amount they'll shed. Free parking with the Players Card is good for the day (24 hours), entry and exit at any time. Mark77 wrote: This is not very nice.... and you're losing a lot of valuable knowledge if you ignore me. Your loss.
October 1st, 2011 12:31 am D-Sisive Deal Addict 21, 2002 2654 posts 2 upvotes Oct 1st, 2011 12:31 am whampoa wrote: Fallsview Casino varied parking from $5 to $10 depending on the They usually publish the price of the day's car park at the entrance. Free parking is $20 minimum, if asked they are
very reluctant to say. But if you press on, that's the amount they'll shed. Free parking with the Players Card is good for the (24 hours), enter and exit at any time. but you have to actually play is the issue of fallsview casino niagara casino is free to park though no matter what October 1, 2011 1:19 am
whampoa Deal Addicte April 29, 2001 4793 posts 40 votes Toronto 1st, 2011 1:19 am D-Sisive wrote: but you have to actually play is the issue of fallsview casino casino niagara is free to park though no matter what it is , you have to play at least $20 to have your parking ticket waived. Mark77 wrote: This
is not very nice.... and you're losing a lot of valuable knowledge if you ignore me. Your loss. October 1st, 2011 11:52 am Mulder and Scully Deal Addict Aug 3, 2006 4443 posts 1019 votes October 1st, 2011 11:52 am I remember playing $20 is different from spending $20. For example, if you play $20 on
blackjack (table or machine makes no difference), earn $20 back and so break even, that's $20 that you played. October 3, 2011 12:22 pm Electricute Deal Addict Apr 4, 2006 3652 posts 306 upvotes Oct 3rd, 2011 12:22 pm your question about putting money into a slot machine and removing it won't
work. you need to have bet $20, so if it's a $1 machine, you need to rotate 20 times. That's why slot machines aren't the best options to use for free parking. Easier are the cause of the board game that have no way of determining how much you bet in total, just look at the amount or buy with and the
length of time. I would suggest going to the big wheel, min $1 to play, buy for like $40. give them the players' card, and stay for like 5-10 minutes placing bets of $1-$2 on the 1:1 line, could lose $1-2 here and there, you also don't need to take a turn, but you'll have either free parking. or just go to the poker
desktop and hand them over by saying, hey can u sign me and that should work. otherwise niagara casino, im pretty sure you don't have free parking. you still have to play there as well. October 15, 2011 8:47 pm TorontoEh Deal Fanatic Dec 11, 2005 8176 posts 1184 votes until October 15, 2011 8:47
pm Electricute wrote: Your question about putting money on a slot machine and removing it won't work. you need to have bet $20, so if it's a $1 machine, you need to rotate 20 times. That's why slot machines aren't the best options to use for free parking. Easier are the cause of the board game that have
no way of determining how much you bet in total, just look at the amount or buy with and the length of time. I would suggest going to the big wheel, min $1 to play, buy for like $40. give them the players' card, and stay for like 5-10 minutes placing bets of $1-$2 on the 1:1 line, could lose $1-2 here and
there, you also don't need to take a turn, but you will have or free parking. or just go to the poker desktop and hand them over by saying, hey can u sign me and that should work. otherwise niagara casino, im pretty sure you don't have free parking. still have play there too. That was true especially the
weekend we went to. I was told the same thing to bet $20 min. November 13, 2011 2:13 am keljai Deal Addict May 22, 2006 1362 posts 497 votes Toronto Nov 13th, 2011 2:13 should I register a new card? or can I use my old 13th November 2011 3:11 am Borderlands Member Oct 25, 2009 432 posts
189 votes November 13, 2011 3:11 am keljai wrote: Should I register a new card? or I can use my old one doesn't need to sign up for a new card if you already have one. Free parking is for those who have a card and use it when gambling. November 14, 2011 10:15 pm Chrispy Deal Addict May 31, 2003
3042 posts 267 Toronto votes, on November 14, 2011 10:15 pm Parking is also free in Fallsview if you eat at the Big Buffet. They add it to your card when you pay. Crows seemed to be shouting his name, Caw thought. - Jack Handey HeatWare References February 8, 2013 7:45 pm Shu Deal Addict Dec
4, 2010 1961 posts top 420 votes Toronto February 8, 2013 7:45 pm I think there is no more free parking now to use your card while playing slots or board games in order to get FREE parking win 1000 reward points for free parking February 8th, 2013 9:54 pm Kris81 Forbidden September 24, 2006 4699
posts 205 upvotes Feb 8th, 2013 9:54 pm That is free valet parking. August 11, 2014 1:28 pm itsallaboutvalue Newbie Nov 8, 2008 15 posts 1 upvote August 11th, 2014 1:28 pm I consulted on free parking at Niagara Casino (thanks RFDs!). So I signed up for the free players advantage card and asked
about parking this past weekend. They said they just put in $20 to play and they would have to cover it. What they couldn't mention is that if you play slots, you have to stay in the same machine to pick up the 'credit/point' to park. I took out the card early to change slots and didn't get the point. Halfway
through I realized I didn't get a point. So I charged either $11 or what I had on my card and asked about the tables. As ELECTRUICUTE said, you talk to the guys behind the table and ask them how you get to park if you play at the tables. Basically they carry the card to validate it for parking. I managed to
show a new $20, but in the end. As soon as the guy behind walked away, I just bet the minimum table $10. I should have done this at first. Anyway, needless to say, i spend nearly $20 but no more. August 11th, 2014 1:52 pm peaceonme Sr. Member May 10, 2014 639 posts 85 upvotes Montreal, QC
August 11th, 2014 1:52 pm itsallaboutvalue va I asked about free parking at Niagara Casino (thanks RFDs!). So I signed up for the free players advantage card and asked about parking this past weekend. They said they just put in $20 to play and they would have to cover it. What they couldn't mention is
that if you play the slots, you have to stay in the same to collect the parking 'credit/point'. I took out the card early to change slots and didn't get the point. Halfway through I realized I didn't get a point. So I charged either $11 or what I had on my card and asked about the tables. As ELECTRUICUTE said,
you talk to the guys behind the table and ask them how you get to park if you play at the tables. Basically they carry the card to validate it for parking. I managed to show a new $20, but in the end. As soon as the guy behind walked away, I just bet the minimum table $10. I should have done this at first.
Anyway, needless to say, i spend nearly $20 but no more. If you are in the casino just to park, just play computer roulette. Insert $20, bet $10 on black, and the other $10 in red. The ability to return $20 is about 95%. August 11th, 2014 1:59 pm iEyeCaptain Deal Fanatic August 10, 2011 9481 posts 2016
votes somewhere August 11, 2014 1:59 pm peaceonme wrote: If you are in the casino just to park, just play computer roulette. Insert $20, bet $10 on black, and the other $10 in red. The ability to return $20 is about 95%. You can always count on RFD for tricks like this. Bad luck Brian: Balls lands on 0 or
00. August 17, 2014 11:25 am Wizy Member January 28, 2007 225 posts 54 toronto upvotes 17th, 2014 11:25 am iEyeCaptain wrote: You can always count on RFD for tricks like this. Bad luck Brian: Balls lands on 0 or 00. Last Friday at Niagara Casino during the day, I played $10 worth in slots and
video blackjack (using the player advantage card on the machine) and got free parking. They haven't been to Fallsview in years, so would you like to know their minimum? November 20th, 2014 8:12 pm Traktion Deal Addict August 12, 2003 1138 posts 322 upvotes Hamilton Nov 20th, 2014 8:12 pm wizy
wrote: Last Friday at Niagara Casino during the day, I played $10 worth in slots and blackjack video (using the player's advantage card on the machine) and got the free parking. They haven't been to Fallsview in years, so would you like to know their minimum? The same deal with fallsview, play $20 worth
or rack up 1 point which is a better indicator since the card doesn't know money played just points. November 23rd, 2014 9:29 am Popkorn Newbie Sep 29, 2003 37 posts 8 votes Toronto Nov 23rd, 2014 9:29 am peaceonme wrote: If you are in the casino just for parking, just play computer roulette. Insert



$20, bet $10 on black, and the other $10 in red. The ability to return $20 is about 95%. If you can find the electronic sicbo machine and bet Big and Small, the odds are a little better than betting red/black on the November 23rd, 2014 8:18 pm Mulder and Scully Deal Addict August 3, 2006 4443 posts 1019
upvotes Nov 23rd, 2014 8:18 pm Popkorn wrote: If you can find the electronic sicbo machine and bet Big and Small, the odds are a little better than betting red/black on roulette This is my current game after playing it in Macau. The The good machine is very much around the corner by the exit to the
outdoor smoking area and next to the buffet restaurant. December 27, 2014 8:26 am ilusa Deal Addict Nov 11, 2004 3168 posts 332 upvotes Ottawa 27th, 2014 8:26 am Went to a $1.00 slot machine. I bet 1.00 20 times, totaling $20 dollars left after exactly 20 attempts ended up leaving with $35 made a
little $15 and saved $15 to park great trick.. THANKS RFD RFD
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